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Summary :


Find out the 11 best audiobook torrenting websites where you can free download audiobooks using torrent. The websites are detailedly reviewed.
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Best Audiobook Torrent Websites


Audiobooks have gained widespread popularity as a convenient form of entertainment in our daily routines. Providing an immersive experience, they prove to be a valuable companion during activities like commuting on the subway, waiting for meals, or traveling by car.

If you’re seeking a diverse selection of audiobook resources, this article will acquaint you with the top 11 audiobook torrent websites. Utilizing these platforms allows for effortless downloading and listening to an extensive array of audiobooks at your convenience.

Furthermore, if you have an interest in eBooks, our compilation of the best eBook torrent sites might provide the information you’re looking for.

A Glance into the Best Audiobook Torrent Websites

	Website	Types of Audiobooks	Audiobooks Sorting	Access Restrictions	Ads	Score
	AudioBook Bay	Books for any category and age group	By age, genre, language, authors, etc.	No	Yes	5 points
	Torrent Downloads	Books for any category and age group	By type, name, size, age	No	No	4 points
	MagnetDL	Books for any category and age group	By age, size, type, and file health.	No	No	4 points
	1337x	Books for any category and age group	By name, age, file health, and size	Blocked by individual ISPs	No	4 points



Legal Disclaimer: Downloading and sharing torrent files is completely legal while torrenting copyrighted material without permission is not. This page is for sharing general information, PDFgear is strongly against copyright infringement.



1. AudioBook Bay

AudioBook Bay undoubtedly secures its place among the premier audiobook torrent websites, boasting an extensive array of readily available resources. Offering free audiobook torrents across diverse genres such as humanities, fiction, true crime, comedy, history, and more, it caters to a wide range of preferences.

Regardless of your audiobook inclination, you can rest assured that AudioBook Bay will have it in its collection. Furthermore, the platform’s efficient filter search function enables swift and convenient discovery of your favorite books.

Furthermore, the platform places a high emphasis on user safety by furnishing details such as file size, format, and other pertinent information for preview purposes. You can be confident that engaging in torrenting activities on AudioBook Bay is reasonably secure and reliable, offering safeguarding against malware and various other threats.

AudioBook Bay Audiobook Torrent Website


2. Torrent Downloads

Torrent Downloads serves as a functional platform for audiobook torrents. With a vast library of 23,000 audiobook torrents, it stands out as one of the premier sites in this category. The majority of these torrents boast substantial seeders, guaranteeing swift download experiences.

On the homepage, TorrentDownloads features a dedicated section for audiobooks. Users can easily explore specific titles by utilizing the sidebar located at the top of the site. Notably, the website prioritizes security, implementing measures to effectively shield users from potential malware attacks.

Torrent Downloads Audiobook Torrent Website


3. MagnetDL

The MagnetDL Website stands out as a rare find among ad-free audiobook platforms. Throughout the entire download process, users encounter no advertisements or pop-ups, enhancing the overall experience and ensuring security.

While it may not be the most information-rich audiobook site, it boasts a substantial library with over 4,000 titles. The site imposes no usage restrictions, making it accessible to a wide audience for successful resource acquisition.

MagnetDL extends its offerings beyond audiobooks, providing torrents for an extensive range of videos, ebooks, music, and software files. Additionally, the download process for the most popular audiobooks on MagnetDL is swift and efficient.

MagnetDL Audiobook Torrent Website


4. 1337x

1337X audiobook torrent website stands out as a widely favored platform for audiobook torrents. Boasting an extensive content repository, the site captivates a vast user base that consistently contributes by uploading files every month.

With an impressive collection of over 3,000 freely accessible audiobooks, 1337x provides users with diverse filtering options, streamlining the search for their preferred literary works.

Moreover, 1337X prioritizes user security, ensuring a safe and protected browsing environment. The platform maintains consistently above-average download speeds, further enhancing the overall user experience.

1337x Audiobook Torrent Website


5. Zooqle Proxy

Zooqle Proxy, originally recognized as a torrent platform centered on TV shows and films, has undergone significant development. It now houses an extensive assortment of audiobooks, e-books, and diverse file formats.

Boasting a repository of over 35,000 free audiobook torrent files, Zooqle provides access to a broad spectrum of subjects, featuring books in multiple languages, renowned classics, and recent releases.

The website’s interface is straightforward and user-friendly, with various filter options facilitating quick and efficient book searches. Additionally, highly sought-after files typically feature numerous torrents and ensure swift download speeds.

Zooqle Audiobook Torrent Website


6. Torlock

The Torlock Website stands out as an exceptional audiobook torrent platform, renowned for its extensive collection and robust security measures. Boasting a wealth of popular books, non-fiction works, and self-help materials, it caters to diverse literary preferences.

Notably, Star Wars enthusiasts will find it particularly appealing, given its comprehensive array of Star Wars audiobooks. However, it’s important to note that the download speed on the site may be relatively sluggish, necessitating some patience.

Distinguished by its commitment to copyright compliance, Torlock meticulously verifies all links, prioritizing legal content. For enhanced privacy and security, it is strongly recommended to utilize VPN services to conceal IP addresses. The platform grants users access without the obligation to create an account, ensuring a seamless and anonymous browsing experience.

Torlock Audiobook Torrent Website


7. TorrentGalaxy

The TorrentGalaxy, primarily recognized as a peer-to-peer (P2P) platform for movies and TV shows, also merits recognition as one of the top audiobook torrent websites. The site boasts a diverse array of content, encompassing software, music, photos, e-books, and audiobooks.

Featuring an extensive collection of audiobooks, users can access thousands of available files on the platform.

Additionally, TorrentGalaxy provides valuable search filters, empowering users to fine-tune their searches based on criteria such as name, size, and file status. This functionality simplifies the process of swiftly pinpointing the precise audiobook torrents you seek.

TorrentGalaxy Audiobook Torrent Website


8. LimeTorrents

The LimeTorrents website stands out as one of the oldest peer-to-peer (P2P) repositories, offering a diverse array of content, including audiobooks, movies, TV shows, music, games, and anime. Although there isn’t a dedicated category for audiobooks, searching for audiobooks on LimeTorrents reveals thousands of available resources.

The site consistently updates its collection with new torrent files for users to explore.

Furthermore, LimeTorrents provides useful search filters that empower you to fine-tune your results based on criteria such as name, date, size, and file health. With a strong emphasis on security, LimeTorrents ensures a highly secure environment and maintains stable download speeds.

LimeTorrent Audiobook Torrent Website


9. My Anonymous

My AnonaMouse secures its position among the top audiobook torrent sites with a vast collection exceeding 160,000 audiobooks, alongside access to e-books, music, and various resources. The platform stands out not only for its content but also for fostering an engaging user community, and facilitating the exchange of information and resources.

As a private torrent tracker, MyAnonaMouse mandates a membership application for access, ensuring a more controlled and secure environment for its users.

This well-regulated platform places a premium on security, creating a safe space for users to explore and share. Whether you’re in search of compelling discussions or outstanding audiobooks, MyAnonaMouse stands as an excellent choice, offering a seamless blend of quality content within a secure and carefully maintained platform.

My Anonamouse Audiobook Torrent Website


10. Torrends

In contrast to other suggested audiobook platforms, Torrends Website distinguishes itself as a peer-to-peer (P2P) search engine. It enables users to search and index content from over 600 torrent sites, granting access to a plethora of P2P repositories through its search box.

This unique feature broadens the scope of audiobook discovery significantly.

Beyond its audiobook functionality, Torrends serves as a versatile online tool for searching various types of content, including movies, music, games, anime, and more. However, it’s worth noting that, as of now, Torrends lacks a filtering feature specifically tailored for audiobooks.

Torrents Audiobook Torrent Website


11. The Pirate Bay

The Pirate Bay stands as one of the oldest torrent sites, boasting an extensive library of peer-to-peer (P2P) files. With user-friendly filtering options based on preferred categories, it provides a convenient platform for torrent enthusiasts. Even if you’re new to torrent downloads, chances are you’ve come across The Pirate Bay at some point in the past.

Serving as a central hub for audiobooks, it allows users to explore popular titles of the moment. However, it’s essential to note that download speeds on the website can be sluggish, requiring a degree of patience.

Furthermore, the website’s security measures leave room for improvement, potentially harboring a significant number of malware-infected files. It is strongly recommended to install reliable antivirus software before engaging in any audiobook torrent downloads.

If encountering difficulties accessing the site, employing a suitable VPN tool may become necessary to ensure a secure and uninterrupted experience.

The Pirate Bay Audiobook Torrent Website


FAQs on Audiobook Torrent Websites

How to Download Audiobooks from Torrent Websites?

Select an audiobook torrent website, then search for the book you are interested in. Download it directly to your local folder if there are no additional requirements.

Is It Safe to Download Audiobooks from Torrent Websites?

The answer varies according to different torrent sites. Generally, you can avoid downloading malicious viruses by using safe and well-regulated websites.

Is It Legal to Download Audiobooks from Torrent Websites？

Many torrent repositories are well-regulated, and by using them, you can legally download different types of uncopyrighted media.

What Are the Best Torrent Trackers for Audiobooks?

In the above, the best audiobook torrent websites are listed, including AudioBook Bay, The Pirate Bay, Torlock, etc. You can refer to the detailed comparison and pick one to obtain audiobook resources.

What Are the Best Audiobooks for Torrenting?

Many public audiobooks are worth torrenting, in our editor’s view, the best audiobooks for torrenting include Dr. John Dee: Elizabethan Mystic and Astrologer, The Charwoman’s Shadow, Fame and Fortune Weekly No. 9: Nip and Tuck, etc.

Where Can I Download Audiobooks for Free?

Downloading audiobooks for free is now made easy with sites like 1337x, TorrentGalaxy, AudioBook Bay, and more. These platforms provide a verified catalog of audiobooks available for free download, allowing you to access a wide range of titles at no cost.

The Final Words

In conclusion, this post has provided an overview of the top 11 best audiobook torrent websites, presenting detailed information on each site and how to use them.

With these resources at your disposal, you can choose one or multiple platforms to access a wide selection of high-quality audiobooks for your entertainment and enjoyment.
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